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DIY Visor Caddy
by pegsgottado.wordpress.com
Finished measurements: 16” X 7” This was designed for a cargo van.
MATERIALS
1/4 yard 44” wide heavy fabric like Canvas, Pro-Tuff Outdoor, Home Decor Outdoor
Two 7” X 7/8” wide Ribbon pieces
One 7 1/2” X 2” wide Elastic piece
Three 7” X 2” wide Elastic pieces
Two 4” X 3/4” wide Elastic pieces
9” nylon Zipper
16” X 7” Heavy/Stiff Interfacing
1/4” double stitck tape (optional)
1 1/2 yards 1/4” wide double fold bias tape

PATTERN PIECES
From Fabric cut:
One 16” X 7” BACKING piece
One 5” X 5 1/2” high Notepad Pocket piece
One 6 1/2” X 7” high bottom Zip Pocket piece
One 7” X 1 1/2” high top Zip Pocket Piece
From Heavy/Stiff Interfacing cut:
One 16” X 7” BACKING piece
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INSTRUCTIONS

Lay the BACKING fabric piece on top of the Heavy Interfacing piece, wrong sides together. Zig zag
the pieces together, 1/8” along all sides.

Stitch 1/4” wide bias tape along the top of the 5” POCKET piece. Set aside.
ZIPPER POCKET Zipper

Stitch the TOP and BOTTOM pocket pieces to the zipper as stated above.
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Press the seams flat and topstitch close to both folds.
Trim the end of the TOP pocket so it measures 5/8”
ZIP POCKET ELASTIC

Fold under one end of the 7 1/2” piece of 2” wide elastic, one inch. Pin and then stitch it in place
close to the raw edge.
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With zipper pocket face up and zipper at the top, position the elastic piece on top the pocket as
specified in the photo above. Mark and stitch along the vertical lines.
NOTEPAD POCKET

Pin the Notepad Pocket piece face up on the bottom right corner of the BACKING. Zigzag in place
1/8” along the sides and bottom edges.
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KLEENEX TISSUE HOLDER

Mark each end of the two 4” elastic pieces, 1/4”. Pin to the BACKING piece as specified in the above
photo. Stitch across the elastic ends 1/8” to secure.
ATTACH ZIP POCKET

Pin the zip pocket to the BACKING as shown above. Zigzag 1/8” along all four raw edges to secure.
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RIBBON BINDING

Apply 1/4” wide double stick tape to the back of each ribbon piece

Position the ribbon pieces on the BACKING as specified in the above photo. Press to stick and then
stitch along the ribbon edges through all thicknesses.
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ROUND VISOR CADDY CORNERS

Round the 4 corners, about an inch width or so. Zigzag the cut corners 1/8”
BACK ELASTIC STRIPS

On the wrong side of the BACKING, positon the three 2” wide elastic pieces in place as specified.
Trim the corners. Zigzag 1/8” along top and bottom edges to secure.
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APPLY BIAS TAPE

Starting in the back middle, pin or clip the 1/4” bias tape along the entire outside edge of the caddy.

Stitch the bias tape in place using a narrow zigzag stitch. Go slow and stretch the bias tape slightly
around the corners. To end the bias tape, cut it about 1 inch past the starting spot, fold under 1/2”,
overlap where you started and zigzag down.
YOU'RE FINISHED!
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